
Foxground and Berry bypass

WELCOME

Berry bridge & Northern Interchange



Work since last time…

RMS to review possibilities for graphically representing the view from 
the northern off ramp across to the new highway at the next 
meeting.  

RMS to provide a detailed plan of the proposed access road for 
residents living next to the highway north of Berry. 

RMS to advise group as to how many poplar trees at Woodhill 
Mountain Road will need to be removed to accommodate the 
upgrade. 



Work since last time…

RMS to provide the working group with visuals to demonstrate the
trade off between minimising the height of the bridge deck, the 
width of the bridge headstock and the number and size of the piers. 

RMS to provide working group with an artist pallet of colours for the 
bridge and colours/materials/design options for safety rail. 

RMS to provide, at the next group meeting, examples of alternative 
bridge designs. 

RMS to provide visuals of abutments for the working group to review. 



Work since last time..

RMS to investigate the validity of the heritage listing of the poplar 
tress on Woodhill Mountain Road. 

Woodhill Mountain Road off ramp - RMS to take this issue off line for 
resolution with Shoalhaven Council and the Berry Alliance. 
Outcome to be reported back to the group. 

RMS to provide traffic figures to the working group. Figures to 
highlight any increased traffic impacts on local roads. 



Work since last time…

RMS to provide working group with a visual representative of the
current concept design (super tee bridge, with a total of three 

bridge joints and pillars located at 35 metre intervals). 

RMS to advise the group as to how it will relocate the existing power 
lines at Woodhill Mountain Road. 

RMS to provide working group with a visual representation of the
current concept design (super tee bridge, with a total of three 
bridge joints and pillars located at 35 metre intervals). 



CM+ Bridge Design Investigations



Thank you

Berry project office Broughton Court, 
shop 3/113 Queen Street, Berry.

Email us on foxgroundandberrybypass@rta.nsw.gov.au

Visit the project website www.rta.nsw.gov.au/fbb

Call project information line 1800 605 976
LCE


